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Call for a free consultation 

A Weathermaster mobile consultant 
can visit your home to plan a 
solution around your specific 
requirements. Call 0800 10 27 10  
to book an appointment or visit:  
weathermaster.co.nz

Guarantee

New Zealand Window Shades 
limited guarantees Weathermaster 
products for a period 
of three years from  
the date of purchase.  
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Panorama
Featured on pages 11, 12, 13

Panorama fiberglass PVC Coated External Sunscreens have been 
specifically designed, to provide a unique combination of elegance and 
functionality in most external applications. They have been designed for 
both residential and commercial settings and are able to be adapted 
to almost any situation imaginable, including balconies, windows, 
pergolas and enclosures. Panorama Sunscreens have been tested to 
withstand harsh weather conditions and have excellent heat absorption 
capabilities and are proven to prevent up to 80% of heat from entering 
your room, which drastically reduces cooling costs. And while Panorama 
provides maximum levels of shade and UV protection, glare is also 
dramatically reduced, enabling visibility and comfort to be maintained 
and offering a more defined backdrop for interior designs and décor. 

Planosol
Featured on pages 6, 7, 8, 9, 11

Weathermaster canvas fabrics resist UV light fading and are water 
repellent. They look good for longer because the dye is embedded 
in the fibres, not simply applied to the surface. They provide full UV 
protection and you can choose from a wide range of plain colours, 
patterns and stripes.
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By providing customised shade and shelter, Weathermaster helps you to extend more living 

into your home’s outdoor areas. We can also help to protect your indoor environment from  

the fading effects of New Zealand’s strong sunlight. 

All Weathermaster canopies and awnings are designed to add to your home’s aesthetic  

appeal, whether your architectural style is traditional, classic or contemporary. If you can’t 

decide what would look best with your home, we’re happy to provide consultation  

free of charge.

Between you and the sun Our Fabrics
Weathermaster fabrics are designed and constructed to the highest quality standard with the ability to 
look great for years. Many of our Canvas Fabrics in the Product Range are coated with DURAGUARD® 
Fabric Protector which effectively repels most stain causing agents. 
 
Awnings offer cool comfort and excellent protection from harmful UV rays on the sunniest of days. 
Canvas fabrics have been proven to provide up to 98% protection from the sun’s harmful effects when 
used in shade applications.

•  Offer a wide variety of choice from classics to the latest contemporary fabric styles

•  Offer light filtering options to allow light to flow into your home

•  Fabrics are made of the highest available quality yarns

•  Fabrics are stringently tested for durability and colour fastness

•  Fabric options include Canvas fabrics, PVC and Panorama Screen Fabrics 

•  Canvas fabrics are 100% marine grade

One of the best ways to keep fabrics looking good and to delay the need for deep or vigorous 
cleaning is to hose fabric off on a monthly basis with clear water. This will help prevent dirt from 
becoming deeply embedded in the fabric and eliminate the need for more frequent vigorous cleaning. 
For most environments a thorough clean two to three times a year is needed.
 
When it is time to clean your awning/sunscreen, simply brush off any loose dirt, hose down and clean 
with a mild lukewarm soapy solution. Rinse thoroughly and allow to air dry while extended.



Fixed single or multi canopy umbrella
Whether you need a little shade or a lot, the Weathermaster FCU6 
umbrella can be configured to your home and your life. Innovative 
designs and premium quality materials ensure this umbrella will 
look good and perform perfectly year after year. 

1   Protective cover 
All-weather cover protects mast 
and canopy. 

2   Rain gutter 
An option you can add to two 
or more square umbrellas. 

3   In-ground anchor 
Stainless steel and aluminium 
anchor secured into concrete.

4   Surface plate anchor 
Hot-dipped galvanised steel 
plate secured onto wooden 
deck or concrete.

5   Multi-umbrella mast  
Supports four square or two 
octagonal umbrellas. Heavy-duty 
extruded aluminium mast finished 
in matt grey powder-coat. 

6   Gas-assisted single-movement 
sliding system 
Umbrella goes up and down 
effortlessly. Optional upgrade 
to stainless steel strut for coastal 
locations.

Single rotating cantilever umbrella 
Now you can position shade exactly where you want it to be, because 
the innovative Weathermaster RCU7 cantilever umbrella rotates on its 
anchor. Superior design and materials will ensure top performance for 

many summers to come.

Weathermaster RCU7
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300º rotationSquare single 
6.25m2

Octagonal Single 
12m2

2.5m

2.5m 3.5m

3.5m

Approximate square metre 
coverage of RCU7 canopies.

1   Robust rotating mast 
Robust aluminium mast finished 
in matt grey. Rotates through 
300°, to allow optimum 
positioning.

2   Protective cover 
All-weather cover protects mast 
and canopy.

3   In-ground anchor 
Stainless steel and aluminium 
anchor secured into concrete.

4   Surface plate anchor 
Stainless steel plate secured 
onto wooden deck or concrete.

5   Gas-assisted single-movement 
opening system  
Umbrella goes up and down 
effortlessly. Optional upgrade 
to stainless steel strut for coastal 
locations.  
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Choose the right shade solution for you
2.5m 3.5m 7m

Weathermaster FCU6
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Reasons to like the FCU6

• Your choice of a square or octagonal 
canopy

• Premium fade-resistant fabric in eight 
stylish colours

• Have the amount of shade you need 
– the robust mast supports up to four 
square or two octagonal canopies

• There’s no centre pole, so furniture 
arrangement is easier

• Umbrellas go up and down with one 
easy movement – no brute strength 
required

• You can add rain gutters to two or more 
square umbrellas, to keep everyone dry

• Umbrellas can be installed on your 
deck (surface plate) or in the ground 
(concrete anchor)

• Detailed instructions allow self-
installation or use our expert installation 
service 

• Easy-fit cover slips over umbrella and 
mast, to protect your investment during 
high wind and rain

Approximate square metre coverage of FCU6 configurations.

Square double 
12.5m2

2.5m

Square single 
6.25m2

2.5m

5.15m

Square trio  
18.75m2

5.15m

5.15m

Square quad  
26.5m2

5.15m

5.15m

Octagonal Single 
12m2

3.5m

Octagonal Double 
24m2

3.5m

Features
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Weathermaster RCU7Weathermaster FCU6

Raglan 
Black

Bayswater 
Blue

Fiordland 
Green

Tarawera 
Taupe

Eastcoast 
Sand

Kerikeri 
Orange

Titirangi 
Terracotta

Golden Bay
Yellow

Reasons to like the RCU7

• Umbrella canopy rotates up to 300°, 
so you can position shade where you  
need it

• Your choice of a square or octagonal 
canopy

• Premium fade-resistant fabric in eight 
stylish colours

• There’s no centre pole, so furniture 
arrangement is easier

• Umbrella goes up and down with one 
easy movement – no brute strength 
required

• Can be installed on your deck (surface 
plate) or in the ground (concrete 
anchor)

• Detailed instructions allow self-
installation or use our expert 
installation service 

• Easy-fit cover slips over umbrella and 
mast, to protect your investment 
during high wind and rain 

 

Features
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Eight great New Zealand colours
Umbrella canopies are made from premium 100% solution-dyed 290g/m2 waterproof acrylic with high colour fastness. Fabric is washable 
and replaceable. The colours shown on this page have been printed as accurately as possible; actual fabric colours may vary slightly.  
For commercial applications, screen-printed branding is available on request. 
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Full cassette folding arm awning
Extend your outdoor lifestyle with one touch of a button; the 
Weathermaster Ultimo awning extends to put an attractive shade 
barrier between you and New Zealand’s harsh ultraviolet rays. 
Custom-made to fit your property, and available in an extensive 
range of fabric choices, it adds value and style to your home.

Folding arm awning  
The Weathermaster Mediterranean folding arm awning is purpose 

built for large patios, terraces and decks. It can be up to six metres 
wide, making it ideal for commercial use. Robust folding arms 

support the awning completely, so there are no support poles to 
clutter up your space or spoil the view. Made to your specifications, 

this awning adds style and comfort to outdoor living areas.

Reasons to like the Ultimo

• Custom made for your home, so you 
get exactly what you need

• Contemporary European design with 
an extensive range of fabric colours 

• Superior engineering ensures 
optimum fabric tension at all times

• Your awning can be automated, 
choose remote control or wall switch, 
or even both

• Can be integrated into your home 
automation system

• When you’re not using your awning, 
it’s protected from the weather by an 
attractive fully enclosed aluminium 
housing

• Décor kit in three colour options for a 
stylish finishing touch

• You can add sun and wind sensors 
– the awning will adjust itself to the 
weather conditions

Weathermaster MediterraneanWeathermaster Ultimo Reasons to like the  
Mediterranean

• Custom made for your property in 
the colour of your choice

• No obtrusive vertical supports - you 
can arrange your furniture and enjoy 
the view without poles getting in  
the way

• You can adjust the awning pitch up 
and down, to fine-tune the shading

• Your awning can be automated, plus 
you can add sun and wind sensors 
– the awning will adjust itself to the 
weather conditions

• If your home has no eaves, an 
optional hood can protect the awning 
fabric when not in use

• Available in widths up to 6 metres 
with projection of up to 3 metres 
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1   Custom width 
Choose any size from 2.5m  
to 7m wide. 

2   Range of projection 
Projection describes how far 
your awning extends. You can 
choose 2m, 2.5m, 3m or 3.5m. 

3   Automated operation  
Remote and wall switch 
options, plus your awning can 
be integrated into your home 
automation system.

4   Superior components 
Arm components are made 
from pressure die-casted 
corrosion resistant aluminium.

5   Superior engineering  
Elbow joints have Dyneema® 
connections to improve the 
stability of the awning. Heavy 
duty springs ensure optimal fabric 
tension at all times, helping to 
ensure longevity of the awning 
fabric.

6   Colour choices 
Cassette housing and folding 
arms come in a choice of 
anodised silver or white powder 
coat; décor trim kit available in 
three colour options (silver,  
white or graphite).

Features

1   Custom size 
Choose any size from 1.5m to 
6m wide; in your colour choice 
from a range of fabrics. 

2   Range of projection 
Maximum projection is 3m. 

3   Automated operation   
Awning can be deployed 
manually (with a crank handle), 
or you can choose to have it 
automated. Sensors can also be 
fitted, so that your awning will 
deploy and retract according to 
weather conditions.

4   Adjustable pitch 
Manual tilting option lets you 

lower or raise the pitch of  
the awning.

5   Superior engineering  
Heavy-duty folding arms with 
stainless cable, protected by a 
plastic sleeve; heavy-duty springs to 
ensure optimum fabric tension. 

6   Fixing options 
Can be wall or soffit mounted, the 
bracket footprint is 250mm. We 
offer a specialty bracket design 
service for difficult fixing positions.

7   Protective hood 
Optional protective hood  
when the awning is not fitted  
under eaves.

Features

space for images space for images

Choose which size is right for you

Weathermaster Ultimo awnings are available in a variety 
of sizes, up to 7m x 3.5m. 

Maximum width: 7m

Maximum projectio
n: 3.5m

Weathermaster Mediterranean awnings are available 
in a variety of sizes, up to 6m x 3m. 

Choose which size is right for you

Maximum width: 6m

Maximum projectio
n: 3m

Small selection of available Planosol fabric colours.

Canvas range
Canvas fabric is available in a vast selection of solid colours, patterns and stripes. It is water-repellent, marine-grade 100% 
acrylic with a UPF rating of 50+. Fabric will not break down and is fade resistant. 
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Roll-out window awning
With a span of up to six metres, the Robusta awning is a great solution 
for large windows. The awning can be unfurled to any position, so you 
can cover all or only part of your window, the unique 165° range of 
adjustment lets you control the awning as the sun’s angle changes. 

Reasons to like the Robusta

• Extra-wide windows and doors can be 
effectively shaded with the Robusta

• You can tilt the awning to suit 
the angle of the sun – great for 
eliminating late afternoon sun-strike

• It’s easy to roll out the right amount 
of shade for the weather and time  
of day

• For total adjustability, a sliding track 
lets you select the height of the 
awning canopy

• Arm and arm joints are high quality 
aluminium

• If your home is in an exposed position, 
you can be confident that the Robusta 
will  withstand the elements

• As well as homes, Robusta awnings 
are popular with schools, hospitals 
and resorts

Weathermaster Robusta
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Window awning 
Protect your furnishings from damaging UV rays and keep your home 

cooler in summer with Weathermaster Cassette pivot arm window 
awnings. Easily installed above all types of windows on any level, 

these awnings offer you a choice of operating systems – tape, crank, 
automated and sensor automated. 

Weathermaster CassetteReasons to like  
cassette awnings

• Your interior furnishings will last 
longer and fade less when they’re 
protected from the harsh New 
Zealand sunlight

• On hot days your home will stay 
cooler and more comfortable

• You can extend the awnings manually 
or they can be automated, complete 
with wind sensor 

• Awnings are easily fitted to almost 
any kind of window fixture on  
any level

• As well as homes, cassette awnings 
are popular with cafés, motels, 
resorts, retirement villages and 
hospitals

 

 

Small selection of available Planosol fabric colours.

1   Colour choices 
Roll-out awning canopy is made 
from heavy-duty weather-
resistant fabric in a choice 
of contemporary colours. 
Hardware comes in a choice of 
white, brown or cream. 

2   Choice of operating methods 
Awnings can be operated 
with crank handle control or 
internal control with SOMFY 
automation.  

3   Weather sensor option   
Available with sun and wind 
sensors and timers for automated 
operation.

4   Easy installation 
Can be installed directly to the 
wall or under building eaves.

5   Made to fit your windows  
Awnings are custom made for your 
purpose. Maximum width 6m; 
maximum projection 1.6m.

6   Optional protective head box 
Head box can be added to 
protect awning when not in use.

7   Optional height adjustment 
A sliding track can be fitted to 
allow adjustment of canopy 
height.

8   Robust arms Two-part spring-
loaded retracting Arms are 
made from thick-walled tubular 
aluminium. Arm joints are high 
quality cast aluminium, tumble-
polished and powder coated.

Features

1   Colour choices 
Available in a vast selection  
of solid colours, stripes  
and patterns. 

2   Adjustable anchoring brackets 
Can be fixed to the nearest 
structural support to position 
the awning directly over the 
window for better sun control. 

3   Choice of operating methods  
Awnings can be operated with 
external or tape control and 
either external crank handle 
control or automated (remote 
control option available).

4   Made to fit your windows 
Awnings are custom made for 
your home. Maximum width  
4.2m; maximum projection  
1.4 m.

5   Protective head box  
When not in use, awning retracts 
into protective head box. Available 
in four colours.

6   Weather sensor option 
Available with sun and wind 
sensors and timers for  
automated operation.

Features Choose which size is right for youChoose which size is right for you

Weathermaster Cassette awnings are available in a 
variety of sizes, up to 4.2m x 1.4m. 

Weathermaster Robusta awnings are available in a variety 
of sizes, up to 6m x 1.6m. 

Maximum width: 4.2m

Maximum projection: 1.4m

Maximum width: 6m

Maximum projection: 1.6m

Canvas range
Canvas fabric is available in a vast selection of solid colours, patterns and stripes. It is water-repellent, marine-grade 100% acrylic with  
a UPF rating of 50+. Fabric will not break down and is fade resistant.  



Reasons to like  
aluminium awnings

• Window awnings are one of the most 
effective ways to reduce the heat load 
on your property. They also provide 
protection from rain and wind

• Robust, maintenance-free 
construction will look good, year  
after year

• Awnings are made with individual 
overlapping panels that are riveted to 
an aluminium sub frame

• Ideal for both residential and 
commercial situations

• Available in two styles 

• Capri 5m x 2m

• Flair 4.5m x 1.14m

• Capri can be manufactured for an 
external and internal mitre

Weathermaster Aluminium
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• Made to fit 
Capri awnings are made to fit 
the width of your windows. You 
can have any width and up to 
2m projection with no  
support poles. 

• Fixed slope 
The angle of canopy slope 
is factory-set according to 
your requirements. Ends are 
enclosed for better weather 
protection. 

• All-aluminium 
All aluminium construction for a 
long, maintenance-free life.

 

Capri awning benefits 
5m sections x 2m drop

• Made to fit 
Flair awnings are made to fit 
the width of your windows, up 
to a maximum of 4.5m. You 
can choose your projection – 
600mm, 810mm or 1140mm.

• Adjustable slope 
Telescopic support arms let you 
change the angle of the canopy. 

• All-aluminium 
All aluminium construction for a 
long, maintenance-free life.

 

Flair awning benefits 
4.5m x 1.14m
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Retractable awning system 
Do you want to enjoy alfresco dining and relaxing whatever the 

weather? This innovative awning lets you make indoor-outdoor areas 
shaded and dry. It’s particularly great for adding value to an existing 

pergola frame, or carport.

Weathermaster PergolaReasons to like  
pergola awnings

• Custom made for your purpose to a 
maximum width of 5 metres

• Awning canopy is made from 
robust acrylic fabric in a choice of 
contemporary colours

• Easy automated operation – you can 
even have remote control

• All-aluminium, powder-coated frame 
with stainless steel fittings

• Available with sun sensors and timers 
for fully-automated operation

• Head box spans the full width of the 
pergola and requires no support, 
apart from fixing brackets

 

 

Choose which size is right for you

Weathermaster Pergola awnings are available in a variety 
of sizes, up to 5m x 4.2m. 

Maximum width: 5m

Maximum projectio
n: 4.2m

Capri

Flair

1   Acrylic awning cover   
Select from a range of robust 
canvas fabrics or fiberglass 
PVC sunscreen fabric, materials 
resistant to UV, rot, mould  
and mildew. 

2   Automated operation 
Automated retraction and 
extension with optional remote 
control for effortless operation. 

3   Aluminium top box  
Top box is made from extruded 
aluminium, for a long rust-free life.

4   Easy installation 
The awning is easily mounted 
to the façade with adjustable 
brackets made of cast 
aluminium or by ceiling mount.

5   Aluminium guide rails  
Aluminium guide rails help to 
ensure smooth, easy extension 
and retraction.

6   Perfect fabric tension 
Powerful integrated gas-filled 
cylinders ensure the cover fabric 
remains taut in any position.

Features

Colour range
Aluminium awnings are available in white.

Fixed window awnings
Weathermaster Aluminium window awnings deflect up to 90% of 
the heat normally transmitted through your windows. They also 
provide superb protection from rain and wind. Because aluminium is 
extremely resistant to corrosion and requires minimal maintenance, 
these fixed window awnings promise long life and durability.

Panorama  
colour range.

Planosol 
colour range.

Canvas Range

Canvas fabric is available in a vast selection of solid colours, patterns and stripes. It is water-repellent, marine-grade 100% acrylic with a UPF 
rating of 50+. Fabric will not break down and is fade resistant. 

Panorama Fabric

Panorama fiberglass PVC External Sunscreens have been specifically designed, to provide a unique combination of elegance and 
functionality in most external applications. Fabric is stain repellent, water resistant, mould and mildew and comes in a range of colours that 
will look good for years to come. 



External smartscreen sunscreens    
Smartscreen External Sunscreens provide a fresh innovative approach 

to controlling light and heat from entering your home. Smartscreen 
External Sunscreens complement any exterior setting. With the ease 

of operating them from the inside or outside using manual or from the 
automated control options, they are both convenient and stylish.

Weathermaster Smartscreen®
Reasons to like the  
Smartscreen® 

• Stainless steel cable-guides or 
aluminium side guides, external 
Smartscreens will give your home a 
contemporary look 

• When screens are down, the impact 
of UV radiation is virtually eliminated, 
but the open weave of the fabric 
preserves your view

• The Smartscreen® system also 
provide privacy from the neighbours

• Screens can be used on the inside 
or outside of any window or door, 
depending on your home and the 
effect you want to achieve

• Universal head box allows for face or 
reveal fitting
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Choose which size is right for you

Weathermaster Weatherscreen awnings are available in a 
variety of sizes, up to 4.2m x 3.5m high. 

External rollershades  
With the Weathermaster Weatherscreen system, you can relax 
and entertain outside without the nuisance of bad weather or nosy 
neighbours. Quick to install and easy to operate, this external 
rollershade system provides a wind break, sun shade, rain protection 
or privacy for your deck and patio areas. Cafés love Weatherscreen, 
because it extends the alfresco dining season. 

Reasons to like  
Weatherscreen® 

• A simple roll down exterior blind 
system, Weatherscreens provide 
separation from the neighbours and 
protection from wind, rain and sun

• You can see out, but other people 
can’t see in. Weatherscreens preserve 
your view while they protect your 
privacy

• Can be fitted on the outside face of 
doors and windows, or on the end of 
balconies between neighbours

• Screens can be made from three 
different fabric options

• Your home will stay cooler and more 
comfortable in summer

Weathermaster Weatherscreen  

Choose which size is right for you

Weathermaster Smartscreen awnings are available in a 
variety of sizes, up to 4m x 4m. 

1   Top fix or wall mounted 
options 
Blinds are held in position by 
two brackets that hook over the 
bottom rail or clips fixed to the 
ground.

2   Easy operation 
Crank handle operation from 
left or right side - no tie cords 
or ropes required. 

3   Attractive hardware  
White, cream or silver 
components with silver  
bottom rail.

4   Automated option  
Screens can be operated either 
through a wall mounted switch, 
a slender remote control or 
complete integration with today’s 
new “smart home” technology.

Features

1   Choice of fabric colours 
You can choose from eight 
fashionable fade-resistant 
colours. 

2   Specialised fabric 
Panorama is a UV-stabilised 
PVC-coated polyester with 
special heat and UV control 
properties. 

3   Choice of operating systems  
Three operating systems – from 

the outside using a manual 
crank; from the inside using 
a manual winch; or internally 
and externally with automated 
control.

4   Choice of hardware colour  
Aluminium hardware is available 
in white, cream or mill finish, 
which can be powder coated in 
a variety of colours to coordinate 
with the colour of your home.   

Features

Panorama
Panorama fiberglass PVC External Sunscreens have been specifically designed, to provide a unique combination of elegance and 
functionality in most external applications. Fabric is stain repellent, water resistant, mould and mildew and comes in a range of colours 
that will look good for years to come.

Maximum width: 4.2m Maximum width: 4m

*Note: Can use canvas and PVC clear fabric.



Weathermaster Canopy Weathermaster Automation®

External automation systems     
Whether it’s an internal or external handle or a remote control device, all Weathermaster products come 
with a range of operation types and systems to suit your light, privacy, comfort and style requirements.  

To ensure our products meet your requirements and are easy to use and operate, most Weathermaster 
Awnings and External Sunscreens can be automated for added convenience. The motors supplied are of 
the highest standard, are reliable, safe and created for simplicity, reduced noise and increased internal 
comfort. Automated awnings with switch or remote control are ideal for hard to reach window coverings 
and for people who may have difficulty with manually operating an awning. Automated awnings/
sunscreens can be incorporated in “Smart Home” and building management systems.

Fixed canopy for doors and windows   
Available in aluminium or polycarbonate, a Weathermaster fixed canopy can transform the liveability

of your home. As well as adding essential shelter and shade, a canopy can help to reduce interior

temperatures and protect your furnishings from the fading effects of UV light. 

You can choose between three elegant canopy styles - shown and explained below. All are designed to

withstand extreme weather events, including high winds and snow. You can talk to a Weathermaster

consultant about which canopy style would best suit the architecture of your home.

1000mm

285mm 400mm

28
5m

m

1000mm

• Aluminium bracket
• Shock and weather resistant
• Suits traditional and contemporary 

situations
• Unlimited continuous lengths
• Available in Leesun enhanced 

polycarbonate board and aluminium 
composite board

• Individual sections can be linked 
together for continuous lengths

M-Series

• Engineered nylon bracket
• Shock and weather resistant
• Compatible with traditional and 

contemporary architecture
• Unlimited continuous lengths
• Available in Leesun enhanced 

polycarbonate board and aluminium 
composite board

• Individual sections can be linked 
together for continuous lengths

19
0m

m

600mm

190mm

600mm

F-Series

• Aluminium bracket
• Easy to assemble and fit
• Shock and weather resistant
• Suits contemporary architecture and 

apartment situations
• Available in Leesun enhanced 

polycarbonate board 

19
0m

m

1000mm

190mm

1000mm

N-Series
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Leesun enhanced 
polycarbonate board 
• 12 typhoon resistant

• Screens 99% of UV light

• Chemical and fire resistant

• Impact resistant

• Up to 20 times stronger  
than acrylic

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Clear or tinted colour options

Aluminium composite 
board
• Double aluminium coated with 

plastic core
• Strong, durable and versatile
• Easy to clean and maintain
• Chemical and fire resistant

Somfy Automation

We are Somfy automation 
specialists. A Somfy automation 
system puts you in control 
and provides a much desired 
flexibility that is simply not 
available with a manual system.
 
Automated awnings and 
external sunscreens can help 
to reduce your energy costs. 
In summer they can maximize 
shade and sun protection to 
keep you cool, but then in winter 
let the sun come in for natural 
warmth and light. A Sunis 
Wirefree sensor will extend your 
awning when the sun reaches a 

preset intensity. It’s automatic 
shade for your home.
 
The smooth operation of 
Somfy’s motors means your 
awnings are never mistreated. 
You can even use an Eolis 3D 
Wirefree sensor to automatically 
retract your awning when it 
gets too windy, protecting 
your investment. Somfy’s world 
leading motors are hidden away 
inside your awning. There are no 
bulky boxes and all you will see 
are the stylish and easy to use 
Somfy controls.

Weathermaster automation partner Somfy has been the world leader 
in manufacturing motors and control systems for blinds and awnings 
for more than 40 years. 

Designed to provide convenience, comfort and energy savings, 
Somfy’s automation solutions are an important enhancement for 
homes and commercial buildings. At the push of a button, or 
automatically, they will open or close, extend or retract providing 
shade, privacy and security. 

State-of-the-art technology is incorporated in the design and 
manufacture of Somfy motors and controls, ensuring exceptional 
performance and reliability. Somfy products undergo stringent quality 
controls and conform to national and international standards.  
Somfy’s factories are certified to ISO 9001 by Lloyd’s of London

We partner with Somfy for  
superior automation

HOME 
MOTION BY

400mm
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Weathermaster® is a division of New Zealand Window Shades Ltd. Weathermaster® is a registered trade mark of New Zealand Window Shades Ltd.

New Zealand Window Shades

PO Box 12 785, Penrose
Auckland 1135
New Zealand

p. +64 9 574 2200
f. +64 9 573 6198

Call for a free consultation

A Weathermaster mobile consultant 
can visit your home to plan a solution 

around your specific requirements.

Call 0800 10 27 10 to book an appointment 
or visit: weathermaster.co.nz


